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ABOUT US
The Rumble Museum at Cheney is run by 
educational charity The Iris Project and spread 
throughout corridors and rooms. We run 
regular projects, talks and events, and have 
two active student Museum Councils.

We have been awarded full Museum 
Accreditation by the Arts Council. Find out 
more at www.rumblemuseum.org.uk

makes assumptions about things, and this can 
cause us to actually perceive things differently 
- for example, millenia of evolution have 
caused our brains to expect things in the 
shadow of something to look darker, so he 
showed us an illusion where two colours were 
identical but one appeared darker because a 
tall object was next to it. 

Anil explained how even our experiences of 
what is part of our body and what isn't can be 
altered through certain sensory input.

VI RTUAL VI SI T BY 
PROFESSOR ANI L SETH

Last week, sixth formers were joined by 
Professor Anil Seth from the University 
of Sussex. Anil is a professor of Cognitive 
Computer Science and his research 
explores the nature of consciousness. 

The Rumble Museum invited him to talk 
last March as part of the run-up to our 
Festival of the Future. However, we had 
to postpone due to lockdown. We were 
delighted to welcome him a year later.

Anil spoke about how our brains make 
predictions about the world around us, 
and they are constantly updating these 
predictions. He explained how our 
conscious experience was a mixture of 
data from the outside - visual, auditory 
and sensual - and data within our brains. 

He showed us some optical illusions 
which demonstrated how our brain 
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RUMBLE MUSEUM' S CHENEY 2050 VI RTUAL EVENT!  
We are delighted to announce the launch of our virtual event "Cheney 2050" on 24th March!

In this event, there are  a range of organisations offering workshops, and two expert speakers,  
to inspire students to develop their own ideas about where Cheney should be in  2050.  The 
website for the conference will contain a gallery of fascinating  things to explore, both on the day 
of the conference and beyond. You will find five minute talks from a range of experts, including 
Pitt  Rivers Museum, Friends of the Earth, Butterfly Conservation, silvologist  Dr Gabriel Hemery, 
Tom Hayes, Oxford City Councillor, Tree Talk, and  others. You can also explore a few of the many 
artefacts in the Rumble  Museum, which have been specially chosen to connect with the 
conference  themes. Local primary school children have also come up with their own ideas  
about their future schools, so you can explore their thoughts and plans  as well.

Year Eight Museum Council students have been working hard to  identify, map and photograph 
all of Cheney's beautiful trees. They have  themed each section, and recruited a range of staff to 
be the voices of  the trees. As well as many fascinating and informative staff tree voice-overs, 
there are some celebrity trees hidden in each section! The live talks and workshops on the day 
itself will be booking only  for Cheney sixth formers. However, the talks and some workshops will 
be  made available for all to listen to after the day itself. 

Visit www.cheney2050.org.uk  on 24th March to explore!
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